
This is VSGR 
 

Voltage Stabilizing Ground Reference 
Also known as “Phaseback” 

 

Pat. No. 6,888,709 

 
 

Make: Applied Energy LLC - Saginaw, Michigan- USA  

Model: VSGR (Voltage Stabilizing Ground Reference) aka “Phaseback” 

Sub-model: see ordering Specifications 

Authorized Distributor: Nemec Industries LLC (770) 331-1393  Louis@nemecindustries.com  

 

https://www.nemecindustries.com/arcflash-and-harmonic-mitigation  

 
Ordering Specifications: When ordering and requesting quotations, please provide the Transformer nameplate 
information: 

1. Transformer Capacity (Design kVA),  
2. Configuration (Delta, WYE, (solidly grounded, HRG etc) Open Delta, Hi-Leg) 
3. 3-Phase Voltage (of the Secondary – the side you need to protect)  
4. Amperage of Board or Bus 
5. Select Internal or External Fused Disconnect 

 

https://patents.google.com/patent/US6888709B2/en
mailto:Louis@nemecindustries.com
https://www.nemecindustries.com/arcflash-and-harmonic-mitigation


 

VSGR is a phase voltage stabilization system 

 

VSGR effectively addresses the following issues: 

 

1) Arc-Flash Prevention and Mitigation 

2) Voltage spikes from internal or external sources  

3) Phase voltage imbalance 

4) Phase Loss due to high impedance grounds 

5) Phase angle differential  

6) Phase voltage instability 

7) Phase voltage harmonics 

8) Waveform distortion 

9) Noisy ground reference and frequency instability 

10) Arcing ground-faults 

11) Operational efficiency increases 

 

INSTALLATION 

 

VSGR connects parallel with the power system. To install VSGR connect like any 3-phase load to a power 

system, it connects to any 30 amp, 3-phase disconnect (Circuit Breakers are used in Marine applications) with 

(3) #10 phase conductors and a #10 ground.  

 
 

VSGR does not carry or handle load current, it provides voltage stabilization causing the phase voltages to be 

equal with respect to ground. It operates at the speed of the current flow.  

 

VSGRs have been used on land and recently to marine applications to prevent arc-flash, balance phase voltages, 

provide phase voltage stability to ungrounded WYE or DELTA power systems, reduce phase voltage harmonics 

and provide an increase in power factor, efficiency with lower electrical usage.  

 

COMPONENT RATINGS 

 

The components used in VSGR are industrially hardened NEMA and IEC rated.  By design Applied Energy 

LLC recalculated the rating in order that under worst case scenario no component would be stressed beyond 

Fifty percent of its NEMA and or IEC rating for continuous operation of 35 years. VSGR will maintain power 

system stability even during a direct short to ground within the power system. 

 



VSGR enclosures are available in vented NEMA 3R powder coated steel with optional stainless steel and 

NEMA 4X. 

 

 

Each voltage class has a basic impulse level rating six times operational system voltage, for example: 

The standard 600 volt class 480 volt VSGR has been tested continuously with 2,500 volts and intermittently 

tested to withstand 200,000 volt transient voltage spikes directly to the phase conductors for 30 hours without 

damage. 

 

INTURRUPTING RATING 

 

VSGRs for land based operation are provided with a fused disconnect rated 200,000 amps 

VSGRs for marine operation are provided with a thermal-magnetic circuit breaker  

 

SIZING VSGR 

 

VSGRs are sized by power transformer or generator KVA.  The standard size VSGR is for power systems up to 

3,000 KVA and the next size up is for power systems through 6,000 kVA. 

 

VSGRs are available in various voltage classes: (NEMA and IEC) 

600 volt class with taps for nominal 120-240/480 volt 3-phase power systems 

690 volt class for 690 volt 3-phase power systems 

5kV class for 4160 – 4800 volt 3-phase power systems - Multiple voltage taps available 

7,200 volt class for 6,600 volt 3-phase power systems - Multiple voltage taps available 

15kV class for 13,800 volt 3-phase power systems - Multiple voltage taps available 

 

THE OPERATION OF VSGR 

 

A VSGR voltage stabilization system does many things in a power system that can be difficult to explain and 

understand, the first step is Ohms Law for AC circuit’s states that voltage equals Current multiplied by Ohms of 

Impedance.  The next part of the explanation is series circuits have the same current through the entire circuit 

which means circuits with equal Ohms of Impedance with equal Current will have equal Voltage. 

 

Understanding that transformers couple (2) circuits with magnetic lines of force and the secondary current of a 

transformer controls the primary current of that transformer which means the voltage ratio is equal to the turn’s 

ratio in a transformer and the current ratio is at the inverse of the voltage ratio in a transformer. 

 

With a three-phase wye transformer connections can be made from (3) single-phase transformers the center-tap 

or neutral of a wye connected transformer can be connected to ground. 

 

VSGRs have (3) single-phase transformers with the primary connected wye and have the (3) ungrounded 

single-phase secondary coils connected in series with a large power resistor connected in series with the (3) 

secondary coils.  The large power resistor limits current to protect the transformers from overload.  The current 

through and voltage across the resistor are in-phase causing it to be 100% power factor corrected. 

 

Harmonics are reduced and filtered as current circulates in the secondary, using identical transformers with 

equal secondary voltages having equal primary voltages 

 

Knowing that transformers are bi-directional, step-down and step-up and phase voltages across each primary 

coil are equal in a balanced power system.   Equal primary voltages cause equal secondary voltages in VSGR. 

 



A phase voltage imbalance anywhere on the system bus will cause Positive feedback of current to flow back 

into the low voltage phase stabilizing phase voltages as shown in the graph.  The positive feedback keeps the 

capacitive charge equal maintaining equal phase voltages. 

 

VSGR is not a high resistance grounding circuit, which drains off the capacitive charge energy (current) just the 

opposite, VSGR sends energy (current) back into the low voltage phase to reestablish the phase voltage balance. 

(See the Graphs below) 
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VSGR does not handle load current it provides a voltage correction to counteract the negative effects of 

electrical noise including harmonics. Any event or type of electrical noise causing waveform distortion is 

corrected by VSGR.  VSGR uses the energy from the event to counteract the event by beating the noise against 

itself to cancel it. The greater the voltage imbalance the more energy VSGR uses to counteract it. 

 

 

 

APPLICATIONS 

 

VSGR have been used in many land based industrial applications over the last 18 years and marine shoretie 

applications over the last 5 years. 

 

VSGRs are used to balance phase voltages to stabilize system voltages to prevent voltage spikes and reduce 

harmonics. These are the (2) main causes in capacitor failure as the dielectric (insulation) will fail from voltage 

spikes exceeding 115% of their rating and increased current due to high current at various harmonics of the 

fundamental frequency. Capacitor failure stops when a VSGR is installed. 

 

Other considerations for high voltage and high frequency noise protection and mitigation such as lightning and 

electromagnetic pulse issues. They can cause similar issues in the power system but the voltages on the 

secondary of a power transformer or output from a generator will typically not exceed 50,000 volts and the 

noise can be from 10KHz through the mid gigahertz range. 600 volt class VSGRs can withstand and protect a 

power system with voltages of 200,000 volts and we have filtered electrical noise through the mid gigahertz 

range. 

 

There are many testimonials available explaining the applications and the results.  

Contact Louis Nemec (770) 331-1393  Louis@nemecindustries.com 

Unlike other high resistance grounding circuits, VSGR does not drain off the capacitive charge energy (current), 

VSGR sends energy (current) back into the low voltage phase to reestablish the phase voltage balance. 

Vectors of current 

flowing from the 

secondary of VSGR to 

the primary onto the 

low phase 

 re-establishing the 

stabilization 
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VSGR incorporates that advantages of these common harmonic mitigation techniques. VSGR provides 

harmonic mitigation and does it without wasting power – without draining current to ground. VSGR takes the 

power unbalance and puts it back on the phases instead of draining it off- hence the name “phaseback”  

 

 
 

 



 
 

1. Model # PB150HLDG - A split-phase, 120/240 Residential - Commercial 240D High Leg. 

 2. Model # PB480D3000WFC - 3 phase 480V Nema 3R 155C Ambient suitable for indoor or outdoor 

installation. Connect within 1000ft of the main Power panel. Make the Parallel connection to panel or direct 

connect to the bus ( Phaseback VSGR includes fused disconnect). Optionally, to confirm benefits for yourself, 

once installation is complete, connect 3 phase meter to the Transformer secondary, anywhere you wish and 

collect the following values: Voltage Ph/Ground, Phasor (phase relationship between phases), Power Factor, 

KW, kVA, THD Voltage, etc. Operate the disconnect on the Phaseback VSGR and repeat the data collection 

process for comparison.  

 Expectations from comparison — With Phaseback VSGR :  Phaseback VSGR ON     1. No Transients, 

improving reliability & saving money.  2. Arc Flash / Faults prevented - see 6. Alarm condition, improving 

safety & reliability. 3. Voltages Phase to ground are balanced - correcting high Voltage and low Voltage 

conditions, such as “Single Phase” condition and Arcing Ground Fault or Ground Fault, preventing the second 

phase fault, improving safety and reliability and saving money. 4. 120° Phase Angle Differential maintained, 

saving energy. 5. Harmonics improvement approximately 85% on 3 wire systems, improving reliability & 

saving energy. 6. Electrical Noise & wave form distortion corrected, reducing losses, & saving energy. 7. Alarm 

from sensor/relay circuit in case of ground on a phase is beginning, improving safety and reliability.8. Power 

Factor improvement, improving capacity. 9. Reduced Current to ground, saving energy. 

 



 
 
 Notes: 

1. On a 3phase 3 wire circuit, VSGR will eliminate the need for Isolation transformer and will eliminate transients, 
spikes and harmonics. 

2. If the circuit is 4 wire (grounded wye), VSGR will not help so much with harmonics, but will provide many other 
benefits. 

a. Option for 4 wire system, is to install VSGR at the panel, and disconnect the neutral wire going out to 
equipment. This will provide great results, with all of the benefits of a High Resistance Ground system, 
plus all of the Phaseback VSGR benefits, including reduction of Harmonics by 85%. 

b. OR leave the neutral connectd at the panel and add Harmonic Silencer unit. (Harmonic Silencer is a 
special configuration of VSGR for this application, but also requires VSGR) 

c. With grounded wye, you need to add another VSGR on LV side of downstream stepdown transformers.  
d. If there are single phase loads on that system, they will need to take steps to supply those loads with 

single phase VSGR 
3. Size the Phaseback VSGR to the transformer supplying the service. All equipment on the secondary of the 

transformer will get the benefits. 

 


